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3. AMUR as a showcase
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AMUR internal users: 
Academic staff - 1,218 registered users (total number of academic
staff: 2,995)
Self-archiving policy:
• mandatory (PhD theses) 
• voluntary
Barriers to self-archiving: 
• concerns about copyright
• concerns about extra time and effort
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Humanities & social sciences - 10 faculties













Humanities & social sciences - 1701
items
Natural & mathematical sciences -
414 items
Trends in self-archiving practices
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External users:
• Where are they from?
• How do they find AMUR content?
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Documents in AMUR collections:
• Types
• Numbers







PhD Theses - 890
Book chapters - 346
Book reviews - 226
Books - 215
Document types deposited in AMUR






2010  - 448 items
2011 - 730 items
2012 - 2,179 items
2013 - 5,226 items
2014 - 385 items
The number of documents deposited within years 2010 - 2014  
Total: 8,968
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• January 2014: 220 place - 1746 indexed repositories
• July 2013: 182 place - 1650 indexed repositories
• January 2013: 274 place
• July 2012: 485 place
Visibility:
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Citations: AMUR URI: http://hdl.handle.net/10593/
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Thanks for listening
Any questions?
rychlik@amu.edu.pl
